


From WaterDream to Waterspace To re-think and re-conceive the bath-
room in many different ways. To experiment with various aesthetic, functional
and interior-design approaches with creative freedom. That is the basic idea
behind WaterDream, a project initiated and driven by Axor, the Hansgrohe
Group’s designer brand. In an open process, Axor continues to seek new 
solutions for the bathroom of tomorrow. In collaboration with the renowned
designers Jean-Marie Massaud, Patricia Urquiola, and Erwan and Ronan
Bouroullec, three visionary landscapes were created – three product and
room designs that approach the concept of the bathroom in their own very
unique ways.

Philippe Grohe, Head of Axor brand





Axor WaterDream®



The bathroom of the future – and how radically different its features can be –
is evinced by the Axor WaterDream. Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec manifest an
approach that is completely new in structure and in their minimalistic vision
compose the room with seemingly weightless objects. Of impressive size and
perfect workmanship, the organic design of Jean-Marie Massaud seamlessly
integrates the object into its surroundings and thus creates a perfect balance.
In Patricia Urquiola’s eclectic design the ensemble of tradition and innovation
flows into silent, nearly poetic forms – a true forest of fittings, a visual and
acoustic event.

These three bathroom visions and room concepts have only one thing in 
common: They are not flights of fancy, they are anchored solidly in reality.
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Axor WaterDream®

Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec





Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec In college, brothers Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec
began a constant creative dialog that gave rise to their Disintegrated Kitchen
in the Salon du Meuble in Paris and launched their international careers. They
now work for such big names as New York Museum of Modern Art. “We like
the idea of letting the user decide how to use an object.”

Axor WaterDream “We propose some boxes, made to be concealed in the
wall or exposed, designed to contain the different technical parts of a tap.
Then, an easy game begins: The front sheet of the boxes can accomodate all
different kinds of handles and spouts that one can choose. All fixed features
and extra pipes are hidden within the box. It is meant to almost “disappear”
or at least to melt into the architecture. Because the facades are simply cut-out,
their sizes, configuration and finishes can be adapted to the domestic area 
or to more specific needs within the context of a commercial fit-out. As they
are exposed, functions clearly speak for themselves: handles, spouts, head
shower or small table.”

Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec

































Axor WaterDream®

Jean-Marie Massaud





Jean-Marie Massaud Attached to fuse design and architecture, he intervenes
on different aspects of design: from industrial products to pieces of furniture.
To date, he has worked with companies like Renault, Italian furniture producers
as Cassina or Cappellini, Baccarat or Daum in the luxe industry. His contextual
approach focuses on the search of an essential where individuals are the 
center of the debate. A work sustained by the quest of sens, magic and vital
feeling. Meanwhile keeping working on design, he creates the Studio Massaud
with Daniel Pouzet in 2000 and designs with him architecture projects like 
a 50 000 seats football stadium, two condominium towers in Guadalajara,
Mexico and a condominium building in Tribeca, NY. They define as well 
the brand and architectural image of Lancôme and Poltrona Frau worldwide. 

Axor WaterDream “The WaterDream project itself expresses the essence
of my vision: giving our environment a kind of sense, giving our emotions 
a kind of form. I would like to revert our relationship with water to its real 
dimension. I would like to transform the bathroom into a living air bubble. 
A place, where you can feel the natural elements in a very sensual and 
emotional way. It is a mode of floating landscape, where the shower becomes
a cloud, the bath tub becomes a gentle lake and the tap leads to a divine
table on which presents are laid out.”

Jean-Marie Massaud

































Axor WaterDream®

Patricia Urquiola





Patricia Urquiola After graduating from the Facultad de Arquitectura de
Madrid and the Polytechnic in Milan, Patricia Urquiola worked for several
major designers before opening up her own studio in Milan in 1998. Her 
sofas Step and Lowland made their way into the International Design Year-
book, while Urquiola herself was invited to sit on the jury for the 19th 
CDIM Award. When asked about her own work, she says, “I want people 
to approach my products and to want to touch them.”

Axor WaterDream “This WaterDream is a glistening, murmuring fountain,
a reverie that amplifies the senses. It is an ideal environment for the wellbeing
of body and mind. In my WaterDream for Axor, taps grow naturally like
bamboos to create an animated forest. The songs of birds and a manifold 
of crawling and flying beings bring this dreamlike grove alive.” 

Patricia Urquiola

































The Axor Brand





The Axor Brand It is Axor’s vision to offer innovative bathroom design 
solutions with which the user can identify. To this end, Axor works together
with international designers and architects, and materialises design visions
with them. From a small purely functional bathroom to a personal refuge, 
from a commodity, to a design object, from a single product to a whole 
collection – developments that Axor recognised early.

All of the Axor brand collections have set new standards in terms of indivi-
duality, design culture and product range. What counts for Axor today is 
no longer just a small area of wash basin, bathtub or wall surfaces, but
rather the complete room. No design dictate is imposed by that. Rather, Axor 
presents options, and offers suggestions for living spaces.



Axor Starck Design by Philippe Starck





Axor Starck X Design by Philippe Starck





Axor Citterio Design by Antonio Citterio with Toan Nguyen





Axor Citterio Design by Antonio Citterio with Toan Nguyen





Axor Steel Design by Phoenix Design





Axor Uno2 Design by Phoenix Design





www.axor-design.com
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